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                Upgrade your gun safe with an electrical outlet kit! This outlet kit features three 110v outlets and a 6-foot power cord.


âœ… Three 110v Outlets

âœ… Plug in electrical devises such as dehumidifiers, lights, laptops, hard-drives and more!

âš¡ Surge Protected

ðŸ”Œ 6-foot Power Cord

              
              
                

ðŸ“¦ *Free shipping on accessory, apparel, and handgun vault orders $100+
*Free shipping is only available in the contiguous 48 U.S

              
            

          


          Regular price$39.99
/
                    
Shipping calculated at checkout.
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                [{"id":31650094678086,"title":"Default Title","option1":"Default Title","option2":null,"option3":null,"sku":"647346443261","requires_shipping":true,"taxable":true,"featured_image":null,"available":true,"name":"Gun Safe Electrical Outlet Kit","public_title":null,"options":["Default Title"],"price":3999,"weight":680,"compare_at_price":null,"inventory_management":null,"barcode":"647346443261","requires_selling_plan":false,"selling_plan_allocations":[],"quantity_rule":{"min":1,"max":null,"increment":1}}]
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    Full Description

    Enhance the functionality of your home or gun safe with the Liberty Multi-Functional Outlet Kit. This outlet kit is designed to accommodate a variety of electrical devices for added convenience and versatility. It is the perfect solution whether you need to power dehumidifiers, hard drives, laptops, watch winders, lights, or other electronic devices.

With three 110V outlets, the outlet kit offers ample power options to suit your needs. The wire-duct hole allows for seamless wire management, maintaining optimal data speeds by enabling direct connections to devices. Plus, the kit includes a removable six-foot exterior power cord with a 90-degree connector, making it easy to plug into wall outlets even in tight spaces.

Built with surge protection, this outlet kit ensures the safety of your electronic devices, providing peace of mind while powering your valuables. Installation is straightforward, and the kit can be adjusted to accommodate various thicknesses within a Liberty safe.

Please note that installation requires moving the safe away from the wall. If an outlet kit is not installed, it will add 1.25 inches to the depth of your safe. Additionally, if your safe is bolted to the floor, you may need to re-drill new holes to accommodate the added depth. Alternatively, you can enlist the help of your local Liberty dealer for professional installation at an additional fee.

Upgrade your safe with the Liberty Multi-Functional Outlet Kit and enjoy enhanced convenience and functionality for all your electronic devices.

P/N: 11015-011
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 Based on 69 reviews
 
 Write a review     
   
 
 51%
 (35)
 
    
   
 
 10%
 (7)
 
    
   
 
 25%
 (17)
 
    
   
 
 7%
 (5)
 
    
   
 
 7%
 (5)
 
  
 
     
       R 
         
     Robert S.      
    
 easy install electric !! I have an older revere that i bought used and wanted to put electric in it for a dehumidifier and lights. It is only used for ammo, the install was very easy since this safe already had the cutout in the back for the plug exit. I commend liberty for a well engineered product !!

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    H 
         
     Henry S.      
    
 Easy installation Great for lights and dehumidifier

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    N 
         
     Neo Z.      
    
 Nice Device EASY INSTALL

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    J 
         
     Jonas A.      
    
 Already Submitted One I submitted a review already. Quit sending me these useless emails

    [image: User picture]   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
         
     Dave O.      
    
 Outlet Kit I was surprised when the outlet kit wasn't included with the safe, but when i received the kit' it was easy to install and works ask advertised. Love my new Liberty safe.....

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    S 
         
     Steven B.      
    
 Outlet kit For perfect easy installation works as it should happy I purchased

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    K 
         
     Ken H.      
    
 Excellent outlet, made specifically for Liberty Safes I purchased this through Libertyâ€™s Store via Amazon. Shipping was fast, and the outlet was exactly as advertised. Installation was pretty straightforward. The screws aren't the greatest in that the screwheads can easily be rounded if not using a quality and correct size screwdriver, but that's not a knock on Liberty. Just take your time and use the correct tools.


Liberty has taken some heat as of late, as I'm sure you are aware. I recently purchased a safe, and despite the bad press they received, my decision to purchase from Liberty was an easy one. Quality, American-made, reputation, warranty, and customer service were my main deciding factors. Liberty is a phenomenal company that I highly recommend.


So, back to the bad pressâ€¦ They made it right by changing their policies, allowing their customers the option of having the master code removed from their files, and ultimately doing right by their customers. I encourage you to look at the entirety of the company: being quality, made in the USA, having a solid reputation, standing behind their products with a phenomenal warranty, and having top-notch customer service, along with the fact that they changed their policies to focus on their customer satisfaction and trust.


I chose Liberty and have complete confidence in the company and their products.
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     John L.      
    
 Great This outlet kit is a great addition to my safe!
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          "This is the best safe ever made. We've had it for eight years. My wife convinced me of buying a Liberty Safe and she was right!" -Manuel R.
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      A 
           Safe Covers    
       Anonymous     
    
 Very pleased Fits my Revere 64 safe well. I have WiFi and Bluetooth temp/humidity sensors on the inside and noticed an increase in stability with both sets of sensors. I believe this cover will also extend the life of my VCI emitters. Plus, it helps conceal the fact itâ€™s a safe to anyone who casually sees it. 

I recommend it based on my experience.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
           Lincoln    
     D.R.     
    
 Just WOW. This is an amazing safe. So well built and worth every penny. I hesitated many years before upgrading to a safe with this level of quality construction. Do not hesitate!
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           Handgun Hangers    
       Robert S.     
    
 great hangers I love the hangers they fit secure and the plastic coating does not harm my handguns !  they work well with my somewhat heavy 1911's

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    R 
           Dry Rod Dehumidifier    
       Robert S.     
    
 awsome dehumidifier !! the 18" rod does a good job at reducing humidity . I have a liberty gauge both inside and out. It does the job !!

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    R 
           Gun Safe Electrical Outlet Kit    
       Robert S.     
    
 easy install electric !! I have an older revere that i bought used and wanted to put electric in it for a dehumidifier and lights. It is only used for ammo, the install was very easy since this safe already had the cutout in the back for the plug exit. I commend liberty for a well engineered product !!
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           SecuRam TopLit    
       Todd W.     
    
 Good deal Perfect fit ez install delivered on time
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           Home Safes    
       JAMES B.     
    
 Safe Safe works great , easy combo the delivery was excellent
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           USA    
       Christopher C.     
    
 Great product and delivery The safe is exactly what I had hoped for. The quality is perfect. The delivery service was great.
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